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 FLYING LESSONS for  

March 31, 2022 
FLYING LESSONS uses recent mishap reports to consider what might have contributed to accidents, so you can make 
better decisions if you face similar circumstances.  In almost all cases design characteristics of a specific airplane have 
little direct bearing on the possible causes of aircraft accidents—but knowing how your airplane’s systems respond can 
make the difference in your success as the scenario unfolds. So apply these FLYING LESSONS to the specific airplane 
you fly.  Verify all technical information before applying it to your aircraft or operation, with manufacturers’ data and 
recommendations taking precedence.  You are pilot in command, and are ultimately responsible for the decisions 
you make.      

FLYING LESSONS is an independent product of MASTERY FLIGHT TRAINING, INC. www.mastery-flight-training.com  

Pursue Mastery of Flight™ 

This week’s LESSONS: 
Let’s catch up on reader insights in the Debrief.  
Comments? Suggestions? Questions? Let us know at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

See https://pilotworkshop.com 
 

Debrief: Readers write about recent FLYING LESSONS: 

Reader Lorne Sheren adds to the February 24 LESSONS about accepting an airplane from the 
shop after inspection, maintenance, modification or repair: 

Coming out of major repairs or inspections I plan taking a couple of hours to just go over the plane in 
detail with no plans of flying that day. It's just a day to inspect, put things back (I take all my prize 
possessions out of the cabin before going to the shop) and make sure the pre-maintenance squawks have been 
addressed. On [my] Bonanza I remove the gill plates under engine (simple enough to do) and give a good 
look around with a strong flashlight. I get to keep any tools I find (I have several in my collection). I will 
then come back in a day or two, do a routine preflight, and take her for a ride. VFR. Day. Close by. 

That’s a great plan, Lorne. It does require, though, that the work was done at your home field. If 
not, you can do about the same thing by taking a RON (Remain Over Night) kit with you with the 
plan of staying over until you’re certain everything’s good. If it turns out the airplane is fine and 
everything checks you can go home sooner, but that’s not the plan. Thanks, Lorne. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022.0224-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader and high performance aircraft specialist flight instructor Brian Sagi continues: 
A topic close to my heart. Preflight does not get the respect it deserves!  

I have observed pilots who treat airplanes like cars. They walk up, get in, buckle up and go -- no preflight 
necessary! (BTW, skipping a periodic walk around is not a good idea in a car either!) 

I have observed pilots load their families into aircraft that just left the maintenance shop and fly away, 
without even a preflight. After all, the mechanics just checked it, didn’t they? 
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In my opinion, there are two reasons that preflight inspection does not get the respect it deserves: 

First, many flight instructors are somewhat derelict in teaching the importance of preflight. The 
“standard practice” is for the instructor to demonstrate a preflight, and maybe observe the student conduct 
one. From that point on, the instructor will generally say something like: “go ahead and preflight the airplane 
on your own.” The instructor arrives after the preflight is complete, and off they go flying. In a way, the 
instructor is sending the message “flying is important, so I will observe you when we fly together, but 
preflight is easy and simple, so I don’t need to observe you doing that.” 

The second part of the problem is that many of us have never learned how to conduct a thorough 
preflight.  

On Christmas Eve a pilot asked me to fly a Beech Bonanza with him from San Diego to Los Angeles, and 
then bring back the airplane to San Diego. It seemed like a fun adventure, so I recruited my 13-year-old son 
(who loves flying), and we headed to the airport. The pilot was already seated in the airplane and he was 
ready to go. He said that he [had] already preflight[ed] the airplane, and invited me to jump in. I slowed 
things down, and took my time to inspect the airplane. I found that there was nearly an inch of free play at 
the tip of the [propeller] spinner–possibly due to a cracked propeller back plate. With this much play, it 
would have been possible that the spinner would have departed the airplane on our flight (if lucky, hitting 
nothing major in the process). I believe the pilot when he said he preflighted the airplane.  

Also last year, I was about to embark on a training flight in a Beech Duchess. The pilot, a very experienced 
aviator, had already preflighted the airplane, and was seated inside ready to go. The right [landing gear] strut 
was completely flat. I know he preflighted the airplane, because I could see him from my nearby hangar a 
few minutes prior. 

When we learned how to preflight an airplane, we learned how to check fuel and oil levels, and how to sump 
the fuel and check for contamination. But most of us never learned what to look for in other areas of the 
aircraft. For example, we never learned how to identify areas on the airframe that were subject to overstress. 
We did not learn how to identify hardware that is mis-assembled. We never learned how to identify 
corrosion. We never learned about common trouble areas for the specific aircraft model we are flying. The 
preflight checklist does not help with those. 

Mechanical failures in aircraft are rare. However, almost always, and well before a catastrophic failure 
takes place, there are signs that things are not going normally. Especially if you are flying the same 
airplane consistently, being attune to those signs can help uncover problems well before they develop into a 
catastrophic failure. 

While there is no need for pilots to have the same level of knowledge as an A&P IA, having some 
mechanical knowledge is very beneficial. It does not take a lot of effort to learn how to identify defects 
and abnormalities in a preflight. Investing time in acquiring this knowledge, and then putting it to use 
before every flight contributes immensely to flight safety. 

You’re absolutely right—most pilots are not taught much of what we are responsible for detecting 
before a flight, and most flight instructors (pilots themselves) aren’t taught how to teach it. This 
would be a great focus for the flight instructor associations. Thank you, Brian. 

Frequent Debriefer John Townsley carries this further, following up on a Debrief by Jeff Wofford  
in the March 3rd FLYING LESSONS: 

Tom, you and Jeff pretty much book ended the topics of pre-flight, the post maintenance flight, saavy prep 
for a machine malfunction, and achieving that optimal outcome called a pre-planned successful landing in an 
undamaged aircraft where the outcome was never in doubt.  

Over the past four decades I've learned a number of lessons. I'm happy to say the majority were from others 
who shared their teachable moments with me. As Jeff mentioned, a detail-oriented preflight is mandatory 
after any maintenance.  One of the most important lessons I've learned is that the manufacturer's checklist 
is just the bones of what we need to check, especially before any post-maintenance flight.  

For example, checking aileron operation with 'Thumbs UP' also means the opposite aileron must be 'Thumbs 
DOWN'.  Direction [of] movement is important, but we also need to look at [the amount of] travel up and 
down. I learned this imperative from a test crew at my home airport who didn't confirm 'Thumbs DOWN' and 
paid the price. Some very important lessons that add flesh to our checklists are taught to us by the victims 
of overlooked gotchas who won't get a second chance.    

Thanks again for sharing your thoughts, and the pithy debriefs by your readers. 
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I teach a lot of highly experienced pilots who have a lot of time flying the very airplane we’re 
flying. A pilot who conducts a proper Flight Controls: FREE AND CORRECT check is a real 
rarity. Using a so-called “box check”: 

• Control wheel or stick all the way forward and to the left, extended thumb pointing left at 
the aileron that deflects up and the other aileron down (this works with either hand); 

• Hold the wheel or stick fully to the left, pulling the elevator full aft and checking it deflects 
fully up; 

• With the elevator held fully aft, roll the wheel or move the stick to full right deflection, 
extended thumb now pointing to the right with the right aileron fully up and left confirmed 
down; 

• Holding the stick or wheel fully right, move the controls fully forward and check the 
elevator moves fully down; then 

• Check proper motion of the rudder while moving the rudder pedals completely fore and 
aft. 

It takes just a moment, but the “box check” moves the controls through their entire range of 
motion and confirms the primary flight controls move FREE(ly) and CORRECT(ly). Thank you, 
John. 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022.0303-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf 

Reader Stan Stewart writes about the video of a Cessna 205’s engine failure and glide that 
prompted the March 3rd LESSONS:  

I had a couple thoughts after watching the video and reading the discussion, regarding the Cessna 205’s 
emergency glide to Hillsboro and the discussion about it.  

I was taught during a two-day upset recovery course (flying an Extra 300) when an engine fails, to plan if 
able to arrive on downwind at 1,500 feet AGL, and we practiced it once on every flight down to about 10 
feet above an abandoned airport’s weed-covered runway. 1,500 feet AGL on downwind gives a good 
opportunity to make the 180 degree turn for the runway. In a Bonanza/Debonair, the turn should be initiated 
opposite the intended touchdown point.  

Secondly, plan to touch down long, further down the runway than a normal touchdown point, because 
if you end up too low to get to the runway you can’t make it, but if you are too high you can deploy more 
flaps, slip, and S turn on final to fix it and land on the runway. I thought the pilot of the 205 did a great job 
but landed closer to the threshold than necessary for the length of the runway, because aiming for a landing 
close to the threshold does not allow for a miss-judgement resulting in being too low to make it to the 
runway. 

Good thoughts on the “high key” position, Stan, and especially the touchdown aim point when 
making an engine-out landing. My experience in Bonanzas matches yours; since glide 
performance varies by model, a couple tries at the Power-Off 180 maneuver with a flight 
instructor might be good for any pilot to learn the final glide capability of the airplane they fly. 
Thanks! 
See https://mastery-flight-training.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/2022.0303-FLYING-LESSONS.pdf  

Reader and retired U.S. Naval Academy aerodynamics professor Dave Rogers continues: 
I found the March 3 engine out video quite interesting as I did the FLYING LESSONS Debrief. Many years 
ago, 1999, we did a series of 45-degree bank spiral turns with the E33A [Bonanza] wing tufted. The tufted 
left wing was videotaped. I held the aircraft just above stall speed and simply separated and unseparated the 
flow on the wing as indicated by the tufts by slightly flexing my hands on the yoke.  

We had audio on the videotape. So, I was calling out the indicated airspeeds and the rate of descent. 
Interestingly enough the rate of descent was 1000 fpm in the 45-degree bank increasing to about 1300 
fpm if I let the bank angle increase to 55-60 degrees. With two aboard and full or nearly full fuel the 
aircraft weight was about 3000 pounds.  

Thanks for the quantification of the impact of bank angle on engine-out glide performance, Dave. 
This, too, will vary by airplane model, weight and other factors. 
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A reader who wishes to remain anonymous (to establish his qualifications I will say he is a former 
military tactical fighter pilot) adds: 

Can you tell me what is going on at time 2:08 in the C205 engine-out video? I used snippets of this in our last 
VMC/IMC club meeting regarding communications. Although I commend the pilot for handling this 
emergency to a good outcome, the comms could have been better. He clearly had the time to gather info on 
the airport instead of pestering the controller. One other point, I didn't hear a verbalization of any 
checklist....I'm curious what you think is going on in the lower left of the video...I was triggered by 
movement of the charge cord... 

I have been noodling power loss approaches and use of method similar to the old military HAPL/LAPL 
(High Altitude Power Loss and Low...). I'm a fan of assessing the ability to get to a "key position." If I can 
get to the numbers at 2000 ft AGL and 100 knots (high key), then I throw the gear down, enter 30-45 degree 
bank and maintain 100 knots. Why gear down? It allows a nice, controlled descent rate below flap speed 
(added bonus: no gear horn blaring during practice!). Low key is 1000 AGL and 90 is 500 AGL. Bank angle 
is varied based on wind and flaps are available for drag (as is slipping). These are fun to practice and get one 
acclimated to higher bank angles close to the ground. I hear the mighty Bo is a bit more challenging in power 
loss scenarios, but it can't be too much different than the T-34. 

Key positions, from the FAA Airplane Flying Handbook Power-Off 180 description 

I haven’t been able to detect anything specific about that point in the video. Four comments: 

• Yes, the pilot had time to look up frequencies and get information himself during his 
engine-out glide, but 
it was more efficient 
and less distracting 
for him to ask the 
controller. I thinks this 
is a good use of 
available resources—
as I wrote that week, 
tell the controller what 
you are going to do 
and ask him/her for 
the information you 
need to do it. 
Spiral descent to the base leg 

key position, from the FAA 
Airplane Flying Handbook  
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• I’m a big proponent of verbalizing checklists and encourage my students to do so as well. 
But not everyone does checklists out loud.  

• The altitudes for key positions used for engine-out glide will vary by airplane type.  

And all that said, 

• Your comments illustrate the level of thinking we all need to put into what we’ll do in the 
event of engine failure.  

In retractable gear airplanes you might put the gear out early in practice for the reasons your 
state, but in a real-world emergency I’d leave the gear up until absolutely on final approach with 
excess energy and certain you have the field made (because gear extension would greatly 
increase descent rate). I’d go so far as to say that the default landing engine-out landing should 
be gear up to assure you make it to your touchdown zone. Only if you end up high (and/or fast) 
on short final might you elect to extend the gear. It’s far better to touch down under control gear 
up on your intended landing spot (assuming it’s well-selected) than to land short or risk a stall 
trying to “stretch the glide” if you put down the wheels down and suddenly find yourself coming up 
short because of the added drag. Thanks, anonymous! 

Brian Sagi also wrote in response to the March 17th LESSONS, Proficiency Efficiency, and the 
discussion of training and operational checklists: 

On the subject of checklists: In recent years, the airlines, and even the military, have moved away from using 
checklists. What? – not using checklists? Not quite. 

As we know, there are two ways to use a checklist: “Read and Do,” where we read an item, do it, and then 
move to the next line, and “Do and Verify,” where we do everything, and then use the checklist to confirm 
that nothing was forgotten.  

The airlines, as well as the military, are now promoting the use of cockpit flows (backed up by 
checklists). A flow is structures and logical physical path through the cockpit that the pilot uses as he or she 
execute checklist items from memory.  

There are several benefits to using a flow backed by a checklist over a checklist in “Read and Do” fashion. 
“Read and Do,” dumbs us down. We resolve to 100% trusting the checklist, and in doing do, disengage our 
brain. It is easy to skip a checklist item. Frankly, executing the checklist in this fashion is boring, and humans 
don’t like to do boring stuff.  

A cockpit flow, on the other hand, allows us to engage our brain in multiple paths. We are moving our arm, 
pointing and executing items, as well as using our vision and our brain. When we are done, we consult the 
checklist to make sure we did not forget anything. If we did, we figure out where the flow went wrong in 
missing the item, and try to improve it next time. 

In two critical phases of flight – takeoff and landing – I have a short flow to fix “things that can kill me” 
(or cause major embarrassment). Once I am cleared for takeoff, and immediately before I cross the hold short 
line onto the active runway, I run a quick flow to check aircraft configuration. In the Beech Baron, as an 
example, I start from the pedestal and check the fuel selectors, climb up the center console, checking trim set 
for takeoff, and then flow left to right across the panel: flaps retraced, mixture forward, props forward, 
landing light goes on and we are now ready to apply power. Likewise, when I see myself lined up with the 
runway on short final, I check that I am fully configured for landing by quickly scanning in the same bottom 
to top, right to left cockpit flow: gas, gear, flaps, mixture and prop. 

It is proven that engaging our brain in multiple paths leads to higher information retention, and better 
execution fidelity. Cockpit flows, backed by checklists, are a scientifically proven way to help us operate the 
airplane the way it was intended. 

Thanks for adding to that issue’s comments, Brian. 

Readers also wrote about last week’s LESSONS prompted by two cases that illustrate how often 
accident scenarios are emergencies of our own making. Reader Bob Katz writes: 

[You wrote]: “We don’t know where the pilot intended to land….” I think it is reasonably easy to deduce the 
destination based on Past Flights, aircraft registration and media coverage….” 
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I agree the ultimate destination was likely home, but with blizzard conditions reported on the 
Kansas/Nebraska border they may have planned an earlier stop. We don’t know. Regardless, 
the outcome and the apparent decision-making was the same. Thanks, Bob. 
Reader, aviation safety advocate and FLYING LESSONS supporter Mark Sletten writes about my 
words of our own making: 

My primary flight training instructor said something that always stuck with me: "Most general aviation 
accidents happen before the plane ever leaves the ground." That's how he opened the discussion about 
decision making. 

That’s a great opening I don’t think many of today’s flight instructors even “open the discussion 
about decision-making”…that seems to be left to the (usually online) ground school or academic 
classroom. It’d be good for all instructors to have that talk with their students, early and often. 
Thanks, Mark. 
More to say? Let us learn from you, at mastery.flight.training@cox.net.  

 

 
See www.nafinet.org.  

Share safer skies. Forward FLYING LESSONS to a friend 

Please help cover the costs of providing FLYING LESSONS through the secure 
donations button at www.mastery-flight-training.com.  

Or send a check to Mastery Flight Training, Inc. to 247 Tiffany Street, Rose Hill, Kansas USA 67133. 
Thank you, generous supporters.   

 
Check out the latest list of my Publications, Presentations and Webinars for 2022 

See https://mastery-flight-training.com/publications-presentations-and-webinars/  

 
 

Pursue Mastery of Flight. 

Thomas P. Turner, M.S. Aviation Safety  
Flight Instructor Hall of Fame Inductee 
2021 Jack Eggspuehler Service Award winner 
2010 National FAA Safety Team Representative of the Year  
2008 FAA Central Region CFI of the Year 
Three-time Master CFI 
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